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Steeped in luxury, Capstan 
can be distinguished

by its bespoke nautical 
design that is sure to add a 
touch of class to the most 

exclusive home.



CS-214-15CP | FPT2A1CJ-0GT0007
PILLAR TAP

CS-112-15CP | FPR2A1CJ-0GT000007
PILLAR TAP

With hot and cold indices. 1/2” BSP male iron 
connection end. 

Raised nose pillar tap with hot and cold indices. 
1/2” BSP male connection end.

One hole. Flow restricted to 6 ltrs/min. 1/2” BSP 
female connection ends. 

One hole with aerated swan neck swivel outlet. 
Flow restricted to 6 ltrs/min. 1/2” BSP female 
inlets. 

CS-294CP | FBP2D1CJ-0GT0007
BASIN MIXER

CS-291/044CP | FBN2D1CJ-0GT0007
BASIN MIXER

CS-257CP | FBN2D3CP-0GT000007
BASIN MIXER

Three hole with plain J spout centre outlet. Flow 
restricted to 6 ltrs/min. 1/2”BSP male inlets. 

One hole with ornate swivel outlet. Flow restricted 
to 6 ltrs/min. 1/2” BSP female connection ends. 

Three hole with J spout centre outlet. Flow 
restricted to 6 ltrs/min. 1/2”BSP male inlets. CP 

Wall type with diverter, hand shower hose and 
hand shower attachment. 1/2”BSP male iron 
connection ends. 

CS-194/039CP | FBN2D1CP-0GT0007
BASIN MIXER

CS-157CP | FBN2D3CJ-0GT000007
BASIN MIXER

CS-251/001CP | FBHEW2CP-0GT0007
BATH MIXER EXPOSED
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CS-151/001CP | FBHEW2CJ-0GT0007
BATH MIXER EXPOSED

Heavy pattern/ low resistance type.  Wall type 
with diverter, hand shower hose and hand shower 
attachment. 3/4”BSP male iron connection ends.

Heavy pattern/ low resistance type.  Pillar type 
with diverter, hand shower hose and hand shower 
attachment. 3/4”BSP male iron connection ends.

Pillar type with diverter, hand shower hose and 
hand shower attachment. 1/2”BSP male inlets.

Progressive action temperature control. 1/2” 
female connection end [inlet and outlet].

CS-152/001CP | FBHED2CJ-0GT0007
BATH MIXER EXPOSED

CS-252/001CP | FBHED2CP-0GT0007
BATH MIXER EXPOSED

CS-956 | FBSCW1CP-0GT000007
BATH/SHOWER MIXER CONCEALED

With sliding wall flange. 15mm compression 
connection ends. 

Single lever with pop-up waste and over-the-
rim aerated swivel outlet. 1/2” BSP female 
connection ends. 

Wall type exposed shower mixer. Threaded 
male shower outlet connection. 1/2” BSP male 
connection ends. *Note: To be used with either 
022/033 or 020/033 riser pipes.

With sliding wall flange. 1/2”BSP female iron 
connection ends. 

CS-238-15CP | FSTAC1CP-0GT0007
STOP TAP CONCEALED

CS-299CP | FBID20CP-0GT0007
BIDET MIXER

CS-181-1CP | FSWM2ECJ-0GT000007
SHOWER MIXER EXPOSED SET

CS-228-15CP | FSTAF1CP-0GT0007
STOP TAP CONCEALED
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CS-138-15CP | FSTAC1CJ-0GT0007
STOP TAP CONCEALED

Heavy pattern/ low resistance type. With sliding 
wall flange. 15mm compression connection ends. 

Pillar type with aerated swan neck swivel outlet. 
1/2” BSP male iron connection end. 

Heavy pattern/ low resistance type. With sliding 
wall flange. 1/2”BSP female iron connection ends.

Pillar type with aerated swan neck swivel outlet. 
1/2” BSP male iron connection end. 

CS-215/044CP | FSKT2DCP-0GT0007
SINK TAP 

CS-128-15CP (FSTAF1CJ-0GT0007) 
STOP TAP CONCEALED

CS-115/044CP | FSKT2DCJ-0GT000007
SINK TAP 

CS-060CP | FSP157CP-0GT000007
SPOUTS

Bath wall spout with wall flange. 160mm throw. 
3/4”BSP female Iron connection end. 

Capstan 2-way diverter.  2 x 3/4” BSP female iron 
connection ends, 1 x 1/2” BSP female iron and  
1 x 3/4” BSP female iron outlets. 

061CS | FBSCW4CP-0GT0007
4 WAY DIVERTER

Wall type with aerated swivel outlet. 1/2” BSP 
male iron connection ends. 

Wall type with aerated swivel outlet. 1/2” BSP 
male iron connection ends. 

CS-166/041CP | FSK2W2CJ-0GT000007
SINK MIXER 

CS-266/041CP | FSK2W2CP-0GT0007
SINK MIXER 
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One hole with aerated swivel outlet. 1/2” BSP 
female connection ends. 

One hole with aerated ornate swivel outlet. 1/2” 
BSP female connection ends. 

CS-296CP FSK2D1CP-0GT0007
SINK MIXER 

CS-196/038CP | FSK2D1CJ-0GT0007
SINK MIXER
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*Cobra EcoMind applies to raised pillar taps, basin mixers and bidets mixers.
*Cobra EasySwitch applies to all products in the range, excluding the diverter, bath spouts & riser pipes. 
*Cobra Low Water Pressure applies to all heavy pattern taps and mixers. 
*Cobra FeatherTouch applies to concealed shower mixers. 

COBRA
PureShine

COBRA
EcoMind

COBRA
DZR Brass

COBRA
Genuine

COBRA
TeamAssist

COBRA
EasySwitch

COBRA
Low Water
Pressure

COBRA
FeatherTouch

Features & Benefits



collection

Victoriana



Reminiscent of a classical 
era, the timeless design 
of the Victoriana range 

will bring a touch of 
sophistication to the most 

discerning home owner.



VIC-211-15CP | FPT2A1VC-0GT000424
PILLAR TAP

VIC-112-15CP | FPR2A1VH-0GT000424
PILLAR TAP

With hot and cold indices. 1/2”BSP male 
connection end. 

Raised nose pillar tap with hot and cold indices. 
1/2” BSP male connection end.

One hole. Flow restricted to 6 ltrs/min. 1/2” BSP 
female connection ends. 

One hole with aerated swan neck swivel outlet. 
Flow restricted to 6 ltrs/min. 1/2” BSP female 
inlets.

VIC-294CP | FBN2D1VO-0GT000424
BASIN MIXER

VIC-291/044CP | FBN2D1VC-0GT000424
BASIN MIXER

One hole with ornate swivel outlet. Flow restricted 
to 6 ltrs/min. 1/2” BSP female connection ends.

VIC-195/039CP | FBN2D1VH-0GT000424
BASIN MIXER

VIC-257CP | FBN2D3VC-0GT000424
BASIN MIXER

Three hole with Cassablanca spout centre outlet. 
Flow restricted to 6 ltrs/min. 1/2”BSP male inlets. 

Three hole with Cassablanca spout centre outlet. 
Flow restricted to 6 ltrs/min. 1/2”BSP male inlets. 

Wall type with diverter, hand shower hose and 
hand shower attachment. 1/2”BSP male iron 
connection ends. 

VIC-157CP | FBN2D3VH-0GT000424
BASIN MIXER

VIC-251/001CP | FB-XW2VC-0GT000424
BATH MIXER EXPOSED
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VIC-151/001CP | FB-XW2VH-0GT000424
BATH MIXER EXPOSED

Heavy pattern/ low resistance type.  Wall type 
with diverter, hand shower hose and hand shower 
attachment. 3/4”BSP male iron connection ends. 

Heavy pattern/ low resistance type.  Pillar type 
with diverter, hand shower hose and hand shower 
attachment. 3/4”BSP male iron connection ends. 

Pillar type with diverter, hand shower hose and 
hand shower attachment. 1/2”BSP male iron 
connection ends.  

Progressive action temperature control. 2 X 1/2” 
female iron inlets & 1/2” BSP male iron connection 
ends.

VIC-152/001CP | FB-XD2VH-0GT000424
BATH MIXER EXPOSED

VIC-252/001CP | FB-XD2VC-0GT000424
BATH MIXER EXPOSED

VIC-956 | FBSCW1VC-0GT000424
BATH/SHOWER MIXER CONCEALED

VIC-181-CP1 | FSWM2EVH-0GT000424
SHOWER MIXER EXPOSED

Heavy pattern/ low resistance type. Wall type 
exposed shower mixer. Threaded male shower 
outlet connection. 1/2” BSP male connection 
ends. 

With sliding wall flange. Stop tap with 15mm 
copper to copper compression ends. 

One hole with pop-up waste and over-the-rim 
swivel outlet. 1/2” BSP female connection ends.

With sliding wall flange. 1/2”BSP female iron 
connection ends.

VIC-238-15CP | FSTAC1VC-0GT000424
STOP TAP CONCEALED

VIC-299CP | FBID21VC-0GT000424
BIDET MIXER

VIC-228-15CP | FSTAF1VC-0GT000424
STOP TAP CONCEALED
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VIC-138-15CP | FSTAC1VH-0GT000424
STOP TAP CONCEALED

Heavy pattern/ low resistance type.  With sliding 
wall flange. 15mm compression connection ends.

Pillar type with hot and cold indices. Aerated 
swivel outlet. 1/2” BSP male iron connection end.

Heavy pattern/ low resistance type.  With sliding 
wall flange. 1/2” BSP female iron connection 
ends.

Pillar type with hot and cold indices. Aerated swivel 
outlet. 1/2” BSP male iron connection end.

VIC-215/044CP | FSKT2DVC-0GT000424
SINK TAP 

VIC-128-15CP | FSTAF1VH-0GT000424
STOP TAP CONCEALED

VIC-115/044CP | FSKT1DXX-0GT0191
SINK TAP 

VIC-266/041CP | FSK2W2VC-0GT000424
SINK MIXER 

Wall type with aerated swivel outlet. 1/2” BSP 
male iron connection ends. 

Wall type with aerated swivel outlet. 1/2” BSP 
male iron connection ends. 

VIC-166/041CP | FSK2W2VH-0GT000424
SINK MIXER 

VIC-060CP | FSPT34BT-0GT0157
SPOUTS

Bath wall spout with wall flange. 160mm throw. 
3/4”BSP female Iron connection end. 

One hole with aerated swivel outlet. 1/2” BSP 
female connection ends.

VIC-296CP | FSK2D1VC-0GT000424
SINK MIXER 
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022/033 | FSACRS03-0GT0150
RISER PIPE

*Cobra EcoMind applies to raised pillar taps, basin mixers and bidets mixers.
*Cobra EasySwitch applies to all products in the range, excluding the diverter, bath spouts & riser pipes. 
*Cobra Low Water Pressure applies to all heavy pattern taps and mixers. 
*Cobra FeatherTouch applies to concealed shower mixers. 

With wall holder for 181 shower mixers, 
990mm high, outlet at 900mm, 430mm horizontal 
projection. 1/2””BSP male iron shower head 
outlet. 

With wall holder for 181 shower mixers, 
990mm high, outlet at 900mm, swan neck 
horizontal projection. 1/2””BSP male iron shower 
head outlet. 

020/033 | FSACRS01-0GT0150
RISER PIPE

COBRA
PureShine

COBRA
EcoMind

COBRA
DZR Brass

COBRA
Genuine

COBRA
TeamAssist

COBRA
EasySwitch

COBRA
Low Water
Pressure

COBRA
FeatherTouch

Wall type with ornate aerated swivel outlet. 1/2” 
BSP male iron connection ends.

VIC-196/038CP | FSK2D1VH-0GT000424
SINK MIXER 
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Features & Benefits



The Cobra Elegance Collection is not 
merely manufactured, but carefully 

handcrafted. It is this craftsmanship, 
dedication to quality and strong design 

focus that resulted in this collection 
being home to our exclusive ranges.

Cobra is a truly South African icon that 
continues to leave a lasting impression.



0861 21 21 21 
20 Wright Street, Factoria,
Krugersdorp, 1739

South Africa

Visit our websites and find an office/dealer/distributor closest to you.

-   @Cobrataps

-   @CobraWatertechSA

Websites: 
http://www.lixil.co.za/

Social Media:

ONLINE
PLATFORMS


